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Rules Of Procedure 

How to write a Position Paper 

Writing a position paper might appear to be a daunting task, especially for new 

delegates. But with enough research, you will find that writing a position paper 

will be easy and useful. 

 

Position papers are usually one to one-and-a-half pages in length. Your 

position paper should include a brief introduction followed by a 

comprehensive breakdown of your country's position on the topics that are 

being discussed by the committee. A good position paper will not only provide 

facts but also make proposals for resolutions. 

 

Many conferences will ask for specific details in a position paper, so be sure to 

include all the required information. Most conferences will provide delegates a 

background guide to the issue. Usually, the background guide will contain 

questions to consider. Make sure that your position paper answers these 

questions. 

A good position paper will include: 

• A brief introduction to your country and its history concerning the topic and 

committee; 

• How the issue affects your country; 

• Your country's policies with respect to the issue and your country's 

justification for these policies; 

• Quotes from your country's leaders about the issue; 

• Statistics to back up your country's position on the issue; 

• Actions taken by your government with regard to the issue; 

• Conventions and resolutions that your country has signed or ratified; 
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• UN actions that your country supported or opposed; 

• What your country believes should be done to address the issue; 

• What your country would like to accomplish in the committee's resolution; 

and 

• How the positions of other countries affect your country's position. 

Position Paper tips  

• Keep it simple. To communicate strongly and effectively, avoid flowery 

wording and stick to uncomplicated language and sentence structure. 

• Make it official. Try to use the seal of your country or create an "official" 

letterhead for your position paper. The more realistic it looks, the more 

others will want to read it. 

• Get organized. Give each separate idea or proposal its own paragraph. 

Make sure each paragraph starts with a topic sentence. 

• Cite your sources. Use footnotes or endnotes to show where you found 

your facts and statistics. If you are unfamiliar with bibliographic form, look 

up the Modern Language Association (MLA) guidelines at your school's 

library. 

• Read and reread. Leave time to edit your position paper. Ask yourself if the 

organization of the paper makes sense and double-check your spelling and 

grammar. 

• Speech! Speech! Do you plan to make an opening statement at your 

conference? A good position paper makes a great introductory speech. 

During debate, a good position paper will also help you to stick to your 

country's policies. 

• Let the bullets fly. Try not to let your proposals become lost in a sea of 

information. For speechmaking, create a bulleted list of your proposals 

along with your most important facts and statistics so that you will not lose 

time looking for them during  
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Flow of Debate  

In this section, you will find a very general overview of how councils at QMUN 
function. Please note that this step-by-step process is only meant to give an 
indication to participants. Please refer the to Rules of Procedure for your 
respective council to have a better understanding of how it functions. Your 
chairpersons will also of course explain these rules to you at the start of the 
conference, if you have any concerns or questions, please do not hesitate to 
contact them. 

 

Roll Call 

At the start of every session, the chairperson will perform a Roll Call. This is 
basically an attendance list where all countries in the council will be called 
upon one after the other. Delegates are expected to answer either by stating 
that they’re “present” or “present and voting”. 
Setting the Agenda 

At the start of the conference, for councils that have more than one topic, the 
delegates must agree on the order in which they would like their council to 
discuss these topics. 

This process is called Setting the Agenda. To engage in this process, the 
chairpersons will welcome a motion from one of the delegates to propose a 
specific order of topics. 

Example: “The delegation of (country name) moves to place (topic A) first on 
the agenda, followed by (topic B) and then (topic C).” 

Once the motion has been made by one of the delegates, two (2) delegations 
will speak in favour and two (2) others will speak against it. Speeches in favour 
or against should alternate. As soon as the speeches have been given, a vote is 
taken requiring only a simple majority. 
Debate 

There are various ways delegates can debate in sessions. To simplify matters as 
much as possible, we have grouped them into two (2) groups. 
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Formal Debate: Formal debate is one of the main methods delegates have at 
their disposal to communicate with the council. It’s a very structured method 
of communication, with a specific amount of time dedicated for each 
delegate’s speech. It functions with a Speaker’s List, where the Chair asks all 
delegates wishing to address their council to raise their placards. Once a 
delegate has been recognized, they’re automatically added to the to the 
Speaker’s List. Each State is only allowed to be on the Speaker’s List once at a 
time. 

Informal Debate: Informal debate includes all discussion methods available 
outside of the Speaker’s List.. 

Moderated Caucus: The moderated caucus is one of the most widely used 
debating methods. It has a general time limit, as well as an individual speaker’s 
time limit, but it provides the council with more flexibility to discuss specific 
issues. Delegates don’t need to be placed on the Speaker’s List in advance, but 
may raise their placards as soon as a delegate has finished their own speech. 
The chairperson decides on who may have the floor at the end of each speech. 

Unmoderated Caucus: As the name suggests it, during unmoderated caucuses, 
there is no specific structure to follow. Each unmoderated caucus has a general 
time limit, but delegates are free to discuss with each other without any 
moderation from the chairpersons. This is generally the best time to form 
alliances, discuss specific issues with certain states, as well as write draft 
resolutions. 

General Step-by-Step Debating Procedure 

1. Formal Session: At the start of the discussion on a given topic, based on 
their position paper delegates are expected to state their country’s 
positions and offer recommendations. 

2. Moderated Caucus: After countries have stated their positions, the 
council moves to informal debate (often in multiple blocs) to develop 
and find links with countries. 

3. Formal Session: Once the delegates have familiarized themselves with 
each other’s positions in more depth, they then move to describe their 
regional positions to the entire council. 

4. Unmoderated Caucus: At this point, allied delegates team up to start 
writing a Draft Resolution. 

5. Formal Session: Once sufficient time has elapsed for preparing draft 
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resolutions, the sponsors of the drafts present it to the chairpersons and 
after it’s been officially recognized to be in the proper format, the 
sponsors then introduce it to the council. 

6. Moderated Caucus: Countries then move into a moderated caucus to 
discuss each draft resolution on the table. This is very important to 
identify what needs to be modified, and which nations are agreeing or 
disagreeing with it. 

7. Unmoderated Caucus: Delegates finalize their draft resolutions. 
8. Formal Session: Delegates make statements supporting or disagreeing 

with specific draft resolutions. 
9. Unmoderated Caucus: Draft-resolution sponsors build greater support 

for their resolution and look to incorporate others’ ideas through 
friendly amendments. 

10. Formal Session: Delegates present any amendments they have created. 
11. Closure of Debate and Voting Procedure 

Debate on a specific topic ends when the Formal Debate’s Speaker’s List is 
exhausted, or when a delegate makes a motion for closure of the debate and 
it’s accepted by the council with a two-thirds majority. 

Once debate on a specific has closed, if there are any draft resolutions on the 
table, the council moves directly into voting procedure. There is more than one 
way to proceed with the voting, but in general the council votes on the 
amendments first, then on the resolutions as a whole. As soon as the voting 
procedure has been completed, the council moves directly to the next topic on 
the agenda. 

Caucusing  

Model UN Preparation 

Caucusing, or informal debate, is an important part of the Model UN 

simulation because it provides an opportunity for delegates to collaborate, 

negotiate and formulate draft resolutions. During a Model UN conference, 

caucuses can be either moderated or unmoderated. 

 

When a committee holds a moderated caucus, the Chair calls on delegates one 

at a time and each speaker briefly addresses the committee. During an 
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unmoderated caucus, the committee breaks for a temporary recess from 

formal proceedings so that delegates can work together in small groups. To 

hold a caucus, a delegate must make a motion and the committee must pass 

the motion. 

 

Many delegates prefer to speak during a moderated caucus rather than being 

placed on the speaker's list. In a moderated caucus, speakers are usually able 

to convey one or two key points to the entire committee or share new ideas 

that have developed through the course of debate. A delegate sometimes 

chooses to make a motion for a moderated caucus if his or her name is close 

to the end of the speakers list. By speaking in a moderated caucus, delegates 

are able to address the committee much earlier. 

 

In most cases, more than half of committee time is used for unmoderated 

caucusing. Many delegates feel this is the easiest way for them to collaborate 

and start to formulate draft resolutions. 

Tips for effective caucusing 

• Enter the caucus with a plan in mind: Formulate ideas on what your 

country would like to see included in a resolution. Decide which clauses you 

are willing to negotiate on and which you are not. 

• Find delegates in your regional bloc: This is the easiest way to seek out 

allies. However, if you find that the group you are working with is not 

meeting your needs, do not be afraid to switch groups. 

• Provide ideas: Tell others what your country is hoping to achieve. If you do 

not agree with an idea, do not hesitate to say that it is against your 

country's policy. 

• Negotiate: While it is often necessary to give up something that you want, 

make sure that you are not giving up anything too important. 

• Listen: By listening to what others are saying you will able to build on other 

people's ideas and add more to the discussion. Listening also shows respect 
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for each delegate in your group. 

• Do not interrupt: Allow other delegates to finish their thoughts rather than 

interrupting others in the middle of a sentence. It sometimes helps to write 

down your idea so that you can bring it up when the delegate is finished 

speaking. 

• Record ideas: Start to formulate a resolution in writing. Rather than waiting 

until the last minute, begin recording fellow delegates' ideas right away. 

• Be resourceful: By providing fellow delegates with resolution text, maps or 

information as they need it, you will show that you are valuable to the 

group. 

• Have one-on-one conversations: Speaking with an individual or in a small 

group is the best way to find out a delegate's position on an issue. Larger 

groups are better suited to brainstorming. 

• Stay calm: In caucuses, delegates can sometimes "lose their cool." Staying 

calm will not only help your group be more effective, but will be noticed by 

the conference staff. Always keep your voice at a normal level. If you see 

that you are becoming upset or raising your voice, excuse yourself from the 

group for a few minutes. 

• Use time effectively: Make sure you have enough time to hear everyone's 

ideas so that you can discuss them during formal debate. Try not to waste 

time arguing over small details that do not seriously affect the draft 

resolution. 

• Show respect: Never give orders or tell other delegates what they should or 

should not do. Be polite and treat all your fellow delegates with respect. 

• Provide constructive critique: Rather than negatively criticizing another 

delegate, focus on providing constructive critique. If you dislike an idea, try 

to offer an alternative. Critique ideas, not people. 

• Establish connections with other delegates: Although it can be tempting to 

call a fellow delegate "Pakistan," "Brazil" or "Sweden", you can form a 
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better connection with a delegate by learning his or her name and where he 

or she comes from. Ask the delegate about his or her ideas and impressions 

of the debate. Showing interest in your fellow delegates at the beginning of 

the conference will help you gain more support later on and can help you to 

form lasting friendships. 

 

Rules of Procedure  

Model UN Preparation 

Like real UN bodies, Model UN committees have lengthy agendas and many 

delegates who want to convey their country's positions. To help maintain 

order, Model UN conferences adopt rules of procedure to establish when a 

delegate may speak and what he or she may address. Some conferences adopt 

a few simple rules, while others use lengthy and complex rules of procedure. 

Because each conference is independent – there is no governing body for 

Model UN – rules of procedure vary. A few conferences adapt their rules of 

procedure directly from the United Nations rules while most use variations of 

the Roberts Rules of Order. It is essential to familiarize yourself with the rules 

of each specific conference you plan to attend. 

 

At a Model UN conference, there is formal debate as well as informal debate, 

called caucusing. 

 

Formal Debate: During formal debate, the staff maintains a speakers list and 

delegates speak in the order they are listed. At this time, delegates have an 

opportunity to share their views with the entire committee. Delegates make 

speeches, answer questions, and introduce and debate resolutions and 

amendments. Formal debate is important to the committee's work. By not 

knowing the rules of procedure, delegates slow down the debate and hold 

back their committee's progress. 

 

Moderated Caucus: During a caucus, which is a temporary recess, the rules of 
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procedure are suspended. To go to a moderated caucus, a delegate makes a 

motion to suspend debate and the committee votes. Caucusing helps to 

facilitate discussion, especially when there is a long speakers list. A moderated 

caucus is a mixture of both formal and informal debate. Anyone may speak if 

they raise their placard and are called on by the Chair. 

 

Unmoderated Caucus: In an unmoderated caucus, delegates meet informally 

with one another and the committee staff to discuss and negotiate draft 

resolutions, amendments and other issues. 

 

What are the rules and procedures at a Model UN conference? View a chart of 

basic Model UN points and motions. 
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Sample Position Paper  
 

Committee: International Labor Organization 

Topic: Globalization and Development 

Country: Romania 

 

*This sample position paper was submitted by the delegation of Romania at 

the 2007 UNA-USA Model UN Conference in New York City. 

 

In the past two decades the rapidly growing world trend has been toward 

globalization. With the emergence of the internet as a means of 

communication and the increasing accessibility of international trade physical 

barriers are not the only barriers withering away. Protective tariffs are 

plummeting and free trade agreements are becoming more prevalent. 

Romania appreciates that globalization creates favorable situations for 

expansion of commercial as well as economic assets. In the past year Romania 

has seen a foreign direct investment (FDI) increase of 199%. Inward FDI 

increased from EURO 234 million in 2005 to EURO 699 million in 2006. 

However, Romania realizes that increased globalization does not automatically 

produce more equality. 

 

Globalization and Development can contribute to the advancement of the 

overall international human condition; however, the delegation of Romania 

recognizes that without proper regulation the potential for advancement will 

remain limited to an elite few individuals, businesses, and nations. Unless 

checked and aimed toward the common good, globalization cannot effectively 

serve the global community. Crucial in dealing with the complexities of 

globalization, good governance must act with solidarity and responsibility. 

Romania believes that in involving people in globalization we must promote 

moral values, democratic principals, inclusive global political culture, 

institutions that safeguard both individual civil rights and inherent freedoms, 

and the common good. In addition, coping with the influx of information from 

globalization governments must act with solidarity and insight. Access to digital 
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education will undoubtedly result in the confidence of citizens in their 

respective administrations and allow for a greater degree of transparency, and 

therefore a lesser degree of corruption. 

 

Romania believes the multinational business community has the ability and the 

obligation to support pertinent values in human rights, labor standards, and 

environmental preservation. As stated by the president, Mr. Traion Basescu, 

Romania feels a "heartfelt attachment to multilateralism, as an effective 

instrument designed to identify the adequate answers to the challenges 

brought by globalization." 

 

Romania is party to the majority of multilateral treaties and conventions 

identified as such by the Secretary General in the context of the Millennium 

Summit in 2001. Romania has always supported innovative and effective ways 

of establishing cooperation within and between regional organizations. As one 

of the newest members of the European Union, Romania is an active member 

of the World Trade Organization, and looks forward to offering its support to 

the redirection of globalization to best benefit the global community.  
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Official Welcome 

Dear Delegates, 

The staff of the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) would like to 

welcome you to the QMUN 2017. This year's UNEP staff members are 

Chairperson Nathaneal Buam assisted by the Deputy Chairperson Yash 

Tripathi. 

We have been committed to creating a background guide that will help 

stimulate and foster discussion during the conference. We hope that it will be 

of significant use and that you will be able to use it as a catalyst and launching 

pad when starting to research your countries and topics. 

The agendas provided below are of great interest to the global community. 

Environmental issues are not confined to specific regions of the world; rather, 

issues affecting the planet transcend borders between nations and truly affect 

us all. Global concerns require global responses. Please consider this when 

beginning your research and when representing your Member State at the 

Conference.  

Good luck in the coming weeks as you prepare for the QMUN. We look forward 

to meeting all of you and working with you at the conference. 
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History of the United Nations Environment Programme 

The United Nations Environment Programme is the primary environmental 

agency within the United Nations (UN) System. Its mission is to provide 

leadership and encourage partnerships to protect the environment by 

inspiring, informing, and enabling Member States and peoples to improve their 

quality of life without compromising that of the future generations.  

The objective of the UNEP is to develop environmental policy by monitoring 

the global environment and bringing emerging environmental issues to the 

attention of Member States and the international community.  

The mandate and key objectives of the UNEP were outlined in General 

Assembly resolution 2997 (XXVII) on December 15, 1972, as well as through 

subsequent amendments, including those codified at the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in 1992, also known as 

the Earth Summit, the Nairobi Declaration on the Role and Mandate of the 

UNEP in 1997, and the Malmo Ministerial Declaration of May 31, 2000. The 

UNEP promotes and calls for the concerted efforts of Member States to adopt 

environmentally sustainable policies. Agenda 21 of the Earth Summit 

designated the UNEP as the primary UN body concerning the environment. The 

UNEP focuses on: climate change, disasters and conflicts, ecosystem 

management, environmental governance, harmful substances, resource 

efficiency, and environmental law. 
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AGENDA 1  

I. Water in a Changing World: The Need for Urgent Action 

What is the United Nations Environmental Programme currently doing to 

address global issues concerning water? Is water scarcity a viable threat to 

global security? How can the global community prevent future conflicts? 

Only 2% of the planet’s abundant water supply is readily available as drinkable 

water. Due to increased population growth, it is estimated that global 

withdrawal rates of surface water have the potential to reach more than 70% 

of the reliable runoff by 2025 and 90% if per capita withdrawal of water 

continues increasing at the current rate. 

Environmentalists also speculate that about 60% of the world’s irrigation water 

is wasted due to faulty methods and systems. These facts are of great concern 

to the global community, as water shortages have the potential to affect both 

the health and security of all citizens in the future. Limited access to clean 

water is a major issue facing citizens of developing nations. Properly managing 

water resources is a crucial component of growth, social and economic 

development, poverty reduction, and equity – all essential for achieving the 

Millennium Development Goals. 

In order to address these issues, the UNEP works in conjunction with several 

other agencies on UN Water Programmes and Task Forces to provide the 

following assessment reports and monitoring programs:  

the World Water Assessment Programme (WWAP), the World Health 

Organization (WHO)/ United Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF), Joint 

Monitoring Programme on Water Supply and Sanitation (JMP), the UN-Water 

Decade Programme on Advocacy and Communication (UNW-DPAC), and the 

UN-Water Decade Programme on Capacity Development (UNW-DPC). The 

UNEP also works with developing nations to provide training and aid regarding 

several issues relating to water including: integrated water resource 
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management, freshwater assessment, ecosystem services, and training on 

waste-water management. 

In regards to the possible threat to global security due to water scarcity, the 

UNEP maintains that treaties dominate the current international dialogue on 

water and this will prevent potential “water wars” of the future. Between 1948 

and 1999, out of the 1,831 instances of interactions over international 

freshwater, 67% were cooperative, only 28% were conflictive, and the 

remaining 5% were neutral or insignificant. In those five decades, there were 

no formal declarations of war over water. However, the UNEP also maintains 

that limited or threatened access to water could increase the risk of conflicts.  

Water can be linked to the crises of climate change, energy and food supplies 

and prices. As one can see, lack of access to clean water can affect all aspects 

of life. If water sources continue to be threatened, crises have the potential to 

intensify. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Case Study: India, Bangladesh and the Ganges 

The sheer physical size of India and its vast population include diverse human 

and climatic conditions. Water resource issues vary from one region to the 

next. India possesses two primary international basins: the Ganges-
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Brahmaputra-Mengha (GBM) and the Indus. The GBM is also a significant 

resource to neighboring Bangladesh, which lies within the topographic 

boundaries of the GBM. The GBM receives some of the highest percentages of 

rainfall in the world. However, periods of rainfall last, on average, four months 

a year and fluctuating phases of droughts and floods continue to be a 

significant issue. 

 These adverse environmental circumstances contribute to the dire economic 

situation of the region and are intensified by the fact that the majority of the 

citizens living in this region are stricken by poverty. Tensions between India 

and Bangladesh regarding access to the Ganges River first became evident with 

the completion of the Farakka Barrage in 1975. 

 It wasn’t until 1996 that the two countries were able to establish a long-term 

water sharing agreement on the Ganges. Despite the agreement, there are still 

disputes as Bangladesh attests that the dam cuts off their water supply and 

raises salinity levels in the water they are able to access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

The issues in the GBM are an example of a dispute over water access ending in 

a treaty that maintains peace and security in a region. However, the question 

remains whether or not these treaties will be able to sustain through long 
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periods of predicted droughts and floods caused by climate change. Water 

scarcity and its effect on security need to be addressed. It is also necessary to 

take note of the many other problems the world is facing in regards to water. 

Are the assessments, reports, and training programs provided by the UNEP and 

other organizations sufficient or do they need to be modified? Does the global 

community need to provide a more concerted effort and greater attention to 

the issues created by water scarcity? 

III. Water in a Changing World: The Need for Urgent Action 

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. (2009).  

Water in a changing world.  

http://www.unesco.org/water/wwap/wwdr/wwdr3/. 

Authored by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 

Organization (UNESCO) and the 

World Water Assessment Programme (WWAP), this publication serves as a 

lengthy guide to all present issues concerning water scarcity. Current water 

treaties and laws are comprehensively discussed as well as concerns regarding 

the impact climate change may have on the world water supply. The need for 

investing in water and the cost of water in various regions of the world are also 

discussed at length. 

United Nations Environment Programme. (2009).  

From conflict to peacebuilding:  

The role of natural resources and the environment. 

http://www.unep.org/publications/search/pub_details_s.asp?ID=3998. 

While this publication does report on a general correlation between conflict 

and all natural resources, the issue of water scarcity is discussed in detail. As 

the report shows, the lack of water in the region of 
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Darfur, Sudan provides an excellent example of limited water intensifying an 

existing conflict. 

 

United Nations Environment Programme. (2008).  

Vital water graphics, an overview of the state of the world’s fresh and marine 

waters.  

http://www.unep.org/dewa/vitalwater/. 

This report provides an excellent and up-to-date resource when researching 

the current state of the world’s water supply. More than simply an ecological 

assessment, it also addresses political conflicts, current management 

techniques, and much more. The report does establish many alarming facts 

and figures; however, it can be used as a guide to determine the world’s most 

pressing (and most current) needs in relation to water supply. 

United Nations Environment Programme. (2009).  

UNEP-Freshwater.  

http://www.unep.org/themes/Freshwater/Publications/index.asp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AGENDA 2 – Rehabilitation of endangered species. 

What is Rehabilitation? 

http://www.unep.org/themes/Freshwater/Publications/index.asp
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Wildlife rehabilitation is the treatment and care of injured, orphaned, or sick 
wild animals so that they can be released back to the wild. Rehabilitation 
begins when an animal is found and reported to a wildlife rehabilitator, or 
seized from the illegal wildlife trade or a poacher. The rehabilitator will 
examine the animal to determine the extent of the injury and the probability 
of successful rehabilitation. If it appears that the animal can make a sufficient 
recovery to be able to return to the wild, the animal will be fed, nurtured, 
provided safe temporary housing, and medically treated as necessary. 

Animals that cannot be rehabilitated are usually euthanized humanely, 
although animals are occasionally placed at facilities appropriately licensed for 
educational exhibit or brought into appropriate lifetime care in a wildlife 
rescue center. 

A non-releasable animal may sometimes be kept by the rehabilitator as a 
surrogate parent for orphaned or injured young wildlife. 

Why Rehabilitate? 

It is a lot of work to care for wild animals! It takes a large amount of time, 

energy, and money for wildlife rehabilitators to successfully release animals 

back into the wild. Why should humans work so hard to provide care for wild 

animals that have become sick or injured?  

There many reasons wildlife rehabilitation is important – just a few are listed 

below: 

Compassion and Human Enrichment 

People who have a deep affinity for wildlife, wildlife rehabilitation is a passion 

that enriches their life. 

It is very rewarding to know that an animal survived and was able to be 

released because of something you did. 

 

Promoting Ecosystem Health 

Every species plays a niche or role in its ecosystem that helps the whole 

ecosystem work. This includes prey animals like rabbits, and predator animals 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wildlife_trade
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euthanasia
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like red tailed hawks. Wildlife rehabilitation helps injured and ill animals return 

to their ecosystems so that they can continue to play their roles. 

Wildlife rehabilitation is especially important for endangered species. There 

are very few of these animals left, and wildlife rehabilitation can help make 

sure more survive to play their role in the ecosystem. 

Doctrine of State Ownership 

When your dog or cat becomes sick, you can take them to the veterinarian. 

Wild animals do not have "owners" to make sure they get the medical care 

they need. Instead, wildlife "belongs" to the government of the state it lives in. 

Wildlife rehabilitators are people that the state and federal governments have 

given permission to provide the care wild animals need when they becomes 

sick or injured. 

Responsible Stewardship 

Stewardship is caring for something that is your responsibility. Wildlife is 

everyone's responsibility, and deserves care from all people. Unfortunately, 

the main reason wildlife needs help from wildlife rehabilitators is due to 

something harmful other humans did. 

Wildlife rehabilitation is responsible stewardship because it helps fix some of 

the damage humans’ cause to wildlife. 

Disease Monitoring 

Wildlife rehabilitation is good for human health too! Wildlife rehabilitators 

may be the first people to know when disease outbreaks happen because the 

animals with the disease are brought to them for care. This is really important 

for disease like rabies or West Nile Virus that wildlife can give to people. 

 

 Rehabilitation Challenges 
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Working with wildlife is not easy. Wildlife rehabilitators and veterinarians deal 

with very different problems than people that work with domestic animals like 

dogs and cats.  

One of the biggest challenges in wildlife rehabilitation is not being able to help 

every animal. In order to live in the wild and be releasable, animals need to be 

100% healthy. If a bird cannot fly, or a mammal cannot see, wildlife 

rehabilitators cannot release them back to the wild because they will not 

survive. 

Some of these non-releasable animals can find homes in zoos or other 

programs where they help teach people about wildlife. Although it is never an 

easy decision for wildlife rehabilitators and veterinarians, sometimes an animal 

needs to be euthanized if it cannot be released. 

 

 

 

 


